HOW DO WE WANT TO INTERACT WITH AI?
TODAY, MOST OF US INTERACT WITH GENERATIVE AI LIKE THIS

WE ARE IN THE EARLY, AWKWARD DAYS OF THIS TECH
AND THE EARLY DAYS OF ANY TECH ARE HEAVILY INFLUENCED BY WHAT CAME IMMEDIATELY BEFORE

CHATBOTS HAVE EXISTED SINCE THE EARLY INTERNET
Early tech example: The Voder, which produced synthetic speech. It was designed to be interacted with like a piano, because that was the interaction paradigm familiar to early designers.
We are here

Awkward transition moment

Whole new paradigm

Invention of the technology

We want to imagine here

???
Inspiration: HER

AN EMOTIONAL, HANDCRAFTED FUTURE
INSPIRATION: CALM TECH

UNOBTRUSIVE, HELPFUL TECHNOLOGY EMBEDDED INTO OUR EVERYDAY LIVES
SPECIFICALLY, GENERATIVE AI ALLOWS US TO INTERACT WITH TECHNOLOGY MORE NATURALLY – THROUGH A WIDER VARIETY OF INPUTS – SUCH AS VOICE, MUSIC, IMAGES, OR DATA – TO PRODUCE A WIDER VARIETY OF OUTPUTS.
WE’RE IN A DEFINING MOMENT.

WITH NEW POSSIBILITIES,
WE GET TO RETHINK HOW WE USE TECHNOLOGY

SO, WE ASKED OURSELVES...
How do we want to interact with AI?

1) Neverending Storybook
2) TAMOGLITCHI
3) Portals
4) RemixRemote
5) Collective Sentiment Mirror
6) Scent Capture
7) ArticulateGPT
DESIGN CONSTRAINT:
NO CHATBOTS.
"Apply a colorful filter."

Samantha
Celebrating birthday
in 3 days

"What plant is this?"

Prickly wild rose
Rosa acicularis
Scent Capture
By Ceci Gomez
OK, BUT: **WHAT IF IT IS A CHATBOT?**
HOW DO YOU WANT TO INTERACT WITH AI?